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1. PRACTlcE-JURI8DICTION-REMOVAL.
A party who is not entitled to bring his suit in this court originally, cannot

bring it here by removal from a state court.
2. SAME. •

Where it is doubtful whether this court or a state court jurisdiction
over a case, the doubt should be resolved in favor of the state court.

3. SAME-REMOVAL ACT OF 1875 CONSTRUED - A CHEOK NOT A "BILL OF Ex-
OHANGE."
A check is not a bill of exchange, within the meaning of the first section of

the removal act of 1875, and a suit brought upon a check by an indorsee agalllst
the maker cannot be removed from a state court to a circuit court of the United
States, where the maker and payee are citizens of the same state.

4. SAME-PLEADING.
Where the maker and payee are citizens of difierent states, a failure to allege

that fact is fatal.

Motion to Remand.
Garland Pollard, for plaintiff•.
McKeeghan rJ; Jones and Dyer, Lee « Ellis, for defendant.
McCRARY, J., (orally.) This case is before the court upon a mo-

tion to remand. The suit was brought in the state court upon an
ordinary bank check, dated St. Louis, February 2, 1883, payable to
L. J. Sharpe or order, which check was signed to the order of Robert
and George E. Day, and by them indorsed to the present plaintiff.
Thepet.ition for the removal of the cause states that the plaintiff is a
citizen of the state of Illinois, and the defendant a corporation of the
state of Missouri, with the other allegations as to the amount in contro-
versy, which are required by the removal act; but there is no allega-
tion in the petition for removal as to the citizenship of the payee of
this paper, under whom the plaintiff holds. The provisions of the
removal act upon this subject are found in the first and second sec-
tions of the act of 1875. The provisions regarding removal are found
in the second section; those regarding jurisdiction, in the first.
The first section, among other things, in determining the jurisdiction
. of the court as to appeals, provides: "Nor shall any circuit or district
court have cognizance of any suit founded on contract in favor of an
assignee, unless a suit might have been prosecuted in such court to re-
cover thereon if no assignment had been made, except in cases of prom-
issory notes negotiable by the law-merchant, and bills of exchange."
The second section, providing for the removal of causes, declares in
general terms that there shall be a right of removal in any case in
which there shall be a controversy between citizens of different states,
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and contains some other requirements which are not necessary to be
mentioned here.
If we were to consider the second section alone, without any refer-

ence to the first, the allegatiolls of this petition for removal would seem
to be sufficient. The petition states that there is a controversy here
between the citizens of different states, but I have had occasion to
hold, contrary perhaps to some of the rulings in other circuits, that
these two sections are to be regarded as in pari materia, and are to
be construed together, and. that the second section is not to be given
such a construct:on as will confer upon this court jurisdiction in a .
case which 'is' not within its jutisdictiol1 as defined in the first section.
In other words, if a party could not originally sue in this court, he
cannot come into it through a state court by means of the provisions
of the act I have quoted with regard to removal. And so, if
this is a case in which the presimt plaintiff could not have brought
his suit here originally, then. he cannot bring it here by removal from.
the state court. This presents the question whether the caSe is
within the exception mentioned in the first section, as expressed in
the language, "except in cases of promissory notes negotiable by the
law-merchant, and bills of exchange." If a suit is founded upon a
promissory note negotiable by the law-merchant, or upon a bill of ex-
change, then the suit may be brought by the assignee without refer-
ence to the citizenship of the assignor; but if it is upon any other
contract the. jurisdiction depends upon the citizenship of the assignor.
Is this, then, a bill of exchange? There is no claim that it is a.
promissory note. That is a question upon which there has been same
difference of opinion among the courts, but it has been before the
supreme court of the United States, and that court has held that there
is, in a number of particulars, a distinction between an ordinary bank
check and a bill of exchange. I read from the case of Merchants' Bank
v. State Bank, 10 Wall. 647.
"Bank checks are not inland bills of exchange, but have many of the prop-

erties of such commercial paper; and many of the rules of the law-merchant
are alike applicable to both. Each is for a specific sum payable in money.
In both.cases there is a drawer. a drawee, and a payee. Without acceptance,
no action can be maintained by the holder upon either against the drawer.
'l'he chief points of difference are that a check is always drawn on a bank or
a banker. No days of grace are allowed. The drawer is not discharged by
the laches of the holder in 'presentment for payment, unless he can show that
he has sustained some injury by the default. It is not due until payment is
demanded, and the statute of limitatioll9 runs only from that time. It is by
its face the appropriation of so much money of the drawer in the hands of the
drawee to the payment of an admitted liability of the drawer. It is not
-necessary that the drawer of the bill shOUld have funds in the hands of the
drawee. A check in such case would be a fraud."
We have a1ways been disposed to construe the removal act with

some degree of strictness. It is an act defining and conferring juris-
diction upon the court, and questions of doubt, where they concern the
jurisdiction of the court, in my opinion are to be generally resolved
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against the jurisdiction of the court, and in' favor of thatOf
the state court, because there c.an be no question as to the. jurisdic-
tion of the state tribunal, and a judgment there, as a matter of course,
would be valid; while if we should err with regard to our jurisdiction,
the consequences might be very serious. Therefore we hold that the
words "bill of exchange" in the removal act mean what is meant by
that phrase in commercial law and at common law, and that a bank
check is not a bill of exchange. It follows that in order to give the
court jurisdiction it was necessary to aver the citizenship of the payee
of this paper, and as it does not appear by the record that that was
done, this court is without jurisdiction, and the cause must be re-
manded. We nnderstand that the payee of the check is in fact a
citizen of Missouri, even if the fact was. not shown. We think that
a failure to allege the citizenship of the payee of the check is fatal to
our j urisdic tion.

MANHATTAN Ry. Co. and another tI. MAYOB, ETC., OF THE CITY OF
NEW YORK.

(Circuit Court, 8. D. New York. October 15,1883.)

1. JURISDICTION OF FEDERAL COURTS-TAXES AND ASSE88MENTS.
It is the peculiar province of the state courts to construe and administer ju-

dicially the laws of the state, and to decide whether or not they sanction the
action of the loral authorities in levying taxes which are in dispute. When
all the parties to the suit are citizens of the state where the same is brought,
the federal courts will not have jurisdiction unless the suit is one arising under
the constitution or laws of the United States, and within the meaning of the
act of congress of March 3, 1875, which enlarged and defined the jurisdiction
of the circuit courts; or unless some federal question is necessarily involved
in the decision of the controversy.

2. SAME-WHEN CASE DEEMED TO ARISE UNDER THE CONSTITUTION OR LAWS OF'
THE UNITED STATES.
A case does not arise under the constitution or laws of the United States un-

less it cannot be decided without deciding a federal question.
3. SAME AVERMENTS.

Parties will not be allowed to resort to the jurisdiction of the federal courts
on simple averments or allegations that the case i,s one involving a federal
question, unless such clearly appears to be the case.

In Equity.
Deyo, Duer It Bauerdoff, for plaintiff. David Dudley Field, of

counsel.
P. Andrews, corporation counsel, and James C. Carter, for

defendants.
WALLACE, J. The complainants move for a preliminary injunc-

tion to restrain the collection of taxes assessed by the commissioners
of taxes and assessments, in the city of New York, on the real estate
of the New York Elevated Railroad Company, for the years 1879 to
1882, inclusive, upon the capital stock and personal of that


